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About This Game

The team behind the hit party games Fibbage, Quiplash, and YOU DON’T KNOW JACK presents Drawful 2 the game of
terrible drawings and hilariously wrong answers! Use your phone or tablet to draw funny and challenging things like “creepy

tiger” or “two moms having a great day.”

Players type in what they think the (probably terrible) drawing really is and then everyone - even an audience of potentially
thousands of players – votes on what they think is the correct answer.

Drawful 2 is a go-to party game that everyone can play and enjoy!

Drawful 2 includes new features like the ability to add your own user generated prompts to make even weirder games full of in-
jokes with your friends, as well as expanded tools for streaming.

Note: Drawful 2 is in English only.
Note: This game is local multiplayer, but can be enjoyed over streams with remote players.
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This game is good and on the verge of being great. What I don't understand is why they can't implement a match engine similar
to the one used in Eastside Hockey Manager 2007, a match engine where you could actually watch the game play out on ice. If
they could develop a better, 3D match engine, the game would be significantly better and more fun to play. Great job though in
a good improvement over last year's game, which was not good at all. Keep at it, gentlemen, you're on the right track!. It is an
interesting game, but the one thing that ruined it for me was that before the end of the game (there is score bar that indicates
how much you've accomplished) I got stuck, I didn't know what to do and I was forced to look for a walkthrough. After
watching the walkthrough video I realized that you have to use your items (in this case one particular item) in a pre-detirmined
orded (the item had two purposes, if you use it for the "second" purpose before you use it for the "first" it will disapear thus
disabling you to move on), and if you don't stick to that order, you can't finish the game and it was the second last thing I had to
do to finish it. This kinda♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off but I'm gonna go with a positive review because I enjoyed the three hours I've
spent on it even though I didn't finish it.
I'm gonna specify: Don't feed the Gong to the Gummerlung before you use it to kill the big green Gobold (or Bogold, I'm not
sure).. It's a time waster that I didn't really enjoy. It lacks charm but it does have a neat enough concept of gameplay. I can't
recommend it. Only buy it if it is worth under $1 or bundled with other games, other than that, avoid as there are better puzzle
games to immerse yourself with.. Legend of Grimrock: Unashamed Mobile Ripoff Edition. Cute little game,

and by little i mean short.
Extremely short.
Basically the moment you would normally expect the game to fully begin - it ends.
Still, it's very enjoyable and worth getting on a sale.

If you're here for the achievements - they are all easy and quick to get.. Sleeping Dogs: Police Protection Pack is DLC for
Sleeping Dogs which includes a repeatable mission, a new outfit, vehicle, and weapon. The mission involves a high speed chase
where you shoot at cars which are chasing your vehicle. The vehicle and weapon are nice, while the outfit is a bit redundant
compared to some other DLC. All in all, this is something for completionists, without much value to the normal player..
Nearly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the first half then
started\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665myself the second half from giggling with the squad.. If
you like point-and-clicks, this is great. Short, but fun. Some of the puzzles didn't make a ton of sense, but they were solvable
with brute force.. A fun twist on the Match 3 genre.
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vic.mail> review

Since I've played Hacker Evolution from exosyphen, I'm interested in hacking games. Well, I don't play them often but when
Hack RUN was announced, I was intrigued, so, I buy it. And I bought also ZERO.

I've finally decided to play it after finishing Hack RUN and I knew where I would land. Flashy green on a black screen with
commands only to type and nothing else around. And like the previous game, the big negative point is the lack of music. The
only sound is the sound of your keyboard (and... I'm letting you discover it).

Like for Hack RUN, you're staying in the game for 2 main reasons:
- You want to know the story
- These achievements unlocking each time you're hacking, or receiving, or... in other words, it can be a quick release of
achievements.

Because, let's be honest: typing always the same thing because the piece of information you need is always in an email isn't
really captivating. Well, thanks god, there is at least 5% of the game that aren't about typing m and e.

And yet, if typing the same thing is boring, trying to find passwords, or usernames, or any clue that can help you is very very
enjoyable. And be aware of something: the game is more sneaky for the password, even relying on your knowledge of muscle
cars, classical composers or any name that could fit a dog (still puzzled how that password can be found). But the best here is the
inclusion of voicemails... if you're used to English. Else, it will be perhaps a little harder for you.

Now, if you'll excuse me, I'm waiting for the third game to come so that. After zo-

-----press any key to continue----
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ADVANCED TO LEVEL X - YOU SUCCESFULLY INTERRUPTED VIC'S REVIEW

(I'm not going to reveal here the big twist but 10\/10 for the game by the way)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. This title deserves more attention,
the fun factor is there for sure! I am not a big fan of wave shooters in general but the way this is put together makes it unique
when compared to others in the genre. Game mechanics are solid on all 3 of the weapon choices. You face wave after wave solo
or 2 person co op until you face a boss or multiple depending on the level. Things tend to get a lot more dificult and fun while
playing co op. Enemies are very well thought out and look gorgeous! Bosses even more so. With trophies that will stand life size
behind you once unlocked, to a plethora of achievements it has kept me coming back.

. Edited because it seemed harsh hindsight:

Symmetry has potential but right now I do not recommend it even though you would get a decent amount of playtime for your
money.

I love difficult games but at the moment this game is not what I would call fun, it's just tedious. The storytelling is not strong
enough to be a redeeming quality for the gameplay. It never feels like any progress is being made because of how often the AI
breaks modules. The weather patterns increasingly become too dangerous to brave and resources are further and further away as
well. It seems as if you make one mistake and lose a crew member then you cannot keep up with the scaling difficulty. There
doesn't seem to be any new gameplay as you get further in, just more micromanagement. And the crew members automatically
do the same task they were last assigned -- on repeat -- even if they're close to death. This is infuriating on your fifth attempt, let
alone twenty. The game is figuratively making sure your babies dont stick forks into power outlets. There's not much else
besides minimalistic art that wants to die.

I realize that the devs probably intended to make the game frustratingly difficult. But unlike Dark Souls or other "difficult"
games, Symmetry never provided satisfaction. It did provide mind-numbingly high amounts of clicking and scrolling. The
interface is clearly designed to make it difficult to watch over all my crew at once but add the incessant need to override
previous orders and I found it unfun even with the pause feature.
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Symmetry continously moves the goal post to keep you busy and increase difficulty but the minimal amount of information
provided to the player makes every decision feel like a gamble. And I could see that being both good and bad. But after 20 days
pass in-game, it doesn't seem like your choices even matter because of how much goes wrong all at once and how short your
windows of opportunity are for recovery.

The game seems really cool in concept but the execution seems to have unintentionally crossed the line between difficult and
unintuitive.

Thanks for taking the time to read this.

Edited to add further feedback:

One thing that kept killing my immersion. Why would I need a wood stove to heat what seem to be electric coils when I have an
electric generator that has the capacity to rapidly charge a backup battery. If they're actually vents and not heaters then my
mistake. It seems like the devs put significant effort to bring this realistically harsh environment to life but every time one of
those coils broke I could only question the efficiency of heating the base.

One thing that I think that could be done better is the weather station. It only tells me what the immediate weather is, as far as I
know. Which the art has already done a great job of doing. Yeah, it's nice to know an exact temperature but shouldn't a weather
station help forecast as well? Even if it's just a short while. That would really help make it feel like my choices are meaningful
instead of what seemed like pure RNG.

I appreciate the quick response from the devs, thanks again!. Unique weapon. Won't find anything like it in the game.
This is actually pretty good and can really help in some missions. But only in the early stages or in low difficulties.

I think it's worth it for being unique and decent.. Rating: **

I thought this would be more like Panzer Elite. I'm guessing the creators were counting on that. The turret model rendering for
the Tiger Tank is broken, meaning no turret graphic when you're driving the Tiger. (maybe this won't apply to you?)This game
would be fun but the physics of driving the tank are very poor. The Pz II in FoG is so hard to drive, it is almost unplayable at
points. Since the physics are off, the tank driving is "unique" at best, and the "Tiger Bug" has no patch or any ETA on one, I'll
have to give this 2 stars. No something I would recommend for fans of WoT, Pz. Elite, etc.. After months experiencing VR,
Gnomes and Goblins is still one of my favourite experiences, and one that I always put people new to VR in just to show them
the amazing environment and energy that washes over you when you play this. Magical experience. Will be buying full version
whenever releseased, great work , appreciate that there are developers making experiences like this possible.. Very nice party-
like game! Effects are great and can get really heated.
The risc for motion sickness is a bit high on the game over screens, but overall great!. You run thru the forest, thru the trees,
thru other animals. The animations are really bad and the bugs are everywhere.. like a bad circa infinity.
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